Press Release
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The German Cooperative Banks opt for the MultiCash SEPA Allround Suite
The German cooperative banking group is licensing Omikron’s full SEPA
product range, via its central institutes DZ BANK AG and WGZ BANK AG
The introduction of SEPA is a major step towards one standardized payments
area across Europe. By 1st February 2014, most of the legacy national settlement schemes will give way to the central SEPA clearing structure for euro
transactions.
With time pressing, many corporates are now looking for flexible and automated
tools to ease the transition to SEPA. There is a particularly strong demand for
solutions which ensure full SEPA compliance, while at the same time minimizing
the effort needed to migrate. This was the driver behind the decision of DZ
BANK AG and WGZ BANK AG to licence the "MultiCash SEPA All-round Suite".
This licence allows parts or all of the package to be used by all members of the
German cooperative banking group.
Now, any client of the cooperative banking group using the group’s GENO cash
e-banking finds at his fingertips a complete set of solutions for a seamless move
to SEPA. One special benefit is the option for managing SEPA direct debit mandates. "There are a variety of different challenges which corporates face when
migrating to SEPA", say Stefan Brusky, transaction banking expert at DZ BANK
AG and Reimund Nippert, product manager for payments at WGZ BANK AG.
"Omikron’s SEPA package enables us to offer our corporates flexible solutions
to match their individual requirements".
The first priority – to ease the transition to SEPA in a short time – is met by
Omikron’s migration and conversion products, for instance directly converting
legacy file formats with no need for manual intervention.
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Not far behind is the requirement for keying and managing SEPA compliant
orders, fully supported for Credit Transfers and Direct Debits in Omikron’s SEPA
Orders module. These commonly used functions are enhanced by more specialized options, for instance supporting the administration of SEPA direct debit
mandates or for checking the SEPA compliance of files generated by third-party
applications. Each corporate can mix and match the solutions individually as
required.
Below are more details of the options from Omikron’s SEPA package which the
cooperative banking group is now able to offer its clients :


SEPA File checker
Validation of SEPA files from third-party applications during import into
GENO cash programs



SEPA Orders module
Entry and management of single and recurring orders as well as templates in line with the SEPA specification, as well as import of transactions from third-party systems



SEPA Converter
Conversion of payment files from legacy national formats to the SEPA
format



SEPA Migration tool
Import of all data (outstanding orders as well as reference data such as
banks, accounts, partners) from national payment modules into the
SEPA payment module (incl. conversion to BIC/IBAN)



XML statements and SEPA returns
Acceptance and evaluation of XML balance and transaction information
as well as SEPA returns



SEPA Mandate Admin Plus
Administration of a high volume of direct debit mandates in close connection with the SEPA payment module and the SEPA converter, if
needed (includes a powerful mandate history)
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"The MultiCash SEPA All-round Suite provides clients of the cooperative banking group with innovative payment solutions tailored to their specific needs",
says Thomas Zimmermann, Managing Director of Omikron. "This is just one
example of how corporates continue to benefit from the close and longstanding
collaboration between the cooperative central banks and Omikron."

Omikron Systemhaus GmbH & Co. KG

Omikron Systemhaus focusses on e-banking and cash management solutions, and in its
25 years of existence has become market-leader in this field. Omikron’s MultiCash product suites, which range from Electronic Banking to Online Banking and Payment Factory
solutions cover the entire spectrum of requirements for mid- to large corporates. MultiCash®, first launched in the 1980s, is in the meantime among the most established
solutions across Europe and beyond for classic corporate e-banking. MultiCash Transfer® is tailored to corporates requiring a consolidated, central, bank-independent system
to automate payments and cash management, as well as to connect seamlessly to inhouse systems. Omikron’s software is constantly maintained to comply with technical
enhancements and developments in the banking world. In addition, the modular structure allows the products to be fine-tuned to the requirements of each individual user.
Omikron products are available for more than 20 countries and in 17 languages, supporting about 200 national and international payment formats, as well as all European
standards for customer-bank communication. Omikron backs this up with an all-round
service portfolio, including a multilingual helpdesk, active product maintenance as well
as training and powerful web-based support tools. The backbone of Omikron’s success
in building rich and longstanding relations with its customers is the in-depth experience
in project management, the international partner network and a strong emphasis on
personal relationship.
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